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Sweater Contest Winners titer Strain of Competition

Nancy Dittemore
Wins S.D. Contest
Nancy Dittemore a junior business education major representing
Sigma Kappa sorority, is the "girl
with taste" selected Wednesday
afternoon in the Spartan Daily
Sweater Fashion contest.
Diane Altimus, a ju,pior, majoring in occupational therapy, was
second prize winner, while petite
Jan Scholz. a freshman home economics major, won honorable mention. Miss Altimus represented Alpha Omicron Pi sorority.
Judges Dr. Marques E. Reitzel,
head of the art department, and
Miss Marion Moreland, instructor
in at, chose the winners on the
basis of color schemes and accessoi s combinations.
Miss Dittemore wore a grey
sweater with a dark green belt
trimmed in gold and a dark green
scarf, centered with the Sigma
Kappa insignia, tucked in at the
neckline. The green note’ was
echoed by a cardigan carried in
Iler hand.
Deep blue and flame red were
the colors worn by second prize
winner Miss Altimos. A large

silver medallion caught the bright
scarf to one side.
Miss Scholz styled jewelry accessories with her orchid sweater.
A gold choker graced the neckline
and small scatter p.ns were pinned
at the shoulder.
The winner was awarded two
sweaters, one donated by Hart’s
Department Store and the other
by Stewart’s. Miss Altimus will receive a beauty treatment from tht
House of Royce, and Miss Scholz
will get tickets from the Gay
Theater.

Cast Rehearses for
I4i C
114

-n

RELAXING ON THE LAWN
after the Soratir Fashion contest judging Wednesday are the
%%Inners, left to right, Jan
Scholz, Nancy Dittemore. and
Diane Animus. Nfirim Dittentore
ith Miss Altimus
won first.
placing second sad Miss Seholz
receiving honorable mention.
photo by Gilmore.

Last Day To Drop
Today Is the dead -line for
dropping classes, the Registrar’s
office announced. Drop cards
must be approved and filed in
the Registrar’s office, Room 124.
Drop earl’s are available in the
Registrar’s office.
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The college will move into !It
hope. th....011..E.. %Oil he able t
Jose high school buildite:,
t tic neo.st
high school
the northeast corner of Washin%%mg., %%Mei. ..r. th. ..t
Slid
iton Square as soon as they Are’ ...1st %%111E,,
1 vacated it
the State Departmt nt
id Stud. ins
II Wts’
Of ArchitectureDcan
ht’, said, "11
approves
is entirely possihle that
move. E. S. Thompson. college , we will not get the aisproval
business manager, announced
the State Department ot Arch:ierday.
lecture to use the plant We hots Mr. Thompson, Ben Sattt,n,..1we’ll Ix- able to use them because
principal of the high school, and l" need them’
Carl N. Swenson. contraetor it-li"We hope to abandon the steel
the new $3.000,000 high school barracks when the high school
plant at N. 24th street and aleKce buildings are approved." he sand.
road, all ha’.,’ di if. ’lent ideas "The maintenance of the college
about %Oen tht college t’an move barracks ale costly and the (tool
into these striuenes
e) er, if e
are oillS plYood
The contractor informed. Mr. are not permitted to use the
Si, ....my recently i hat he he- school .structures they ma",
Ii."..’.. that th. nevi high %el
I wteked. We have plans to
plant .an be completed by the stt utI a Military Selenc. arid
end of January, barring heay
Ile. Wilding anti an Atiministi.,
rain, steel shortages or labor tam classroom building if this is
trouble,
the case. Of course. this is lookin:l’his %%mild mean that the high far ahead into the future "
schtxd would tome into its new
The college tom I.. using for%.11
plant unmediately. with the ap- classrooms, in the high sahool
ri oval ()I the Board of Education. building to take tare of 0% ..r
the principal stated In fact, the Don ing ei.tsses. Si,. Swertt.,.
students could make the shift to afellitounced. -111t I.. the greatest
, the new location %cry easily. an
number ot classrooms the colbut the moving of the labor- lege ha ever towd during one
slot’)’ supplies, library books and quarter," he added.
!other equipment is anotti i probI ’’an West said the Journalism
; lent, he added
cfcpartinint has asked br the use
Mr. Thompson does not think
of the Musie building %%hen it is
the collrge ulil he able In iiirthe
vacated for the new ’Art141141’4. oil
the change until .
tim. 0,5*
S Seventh street ’No action ha,
summer. "If the high
been taken on this proposal. as
out of the buildings by July I,
.at." he commented
welt be
satished." he commented
"1 have just written the Department of Education in Sacramento
asking them to make an inspection
Today is the last day that nib
of the buildings," he added. Their
approval is necessary before the plications can be submitted for
college can move into the strue- the position of Business Manager of Illeselrles, laid spolyar,
tures, he said.
ASH president, said yesterday.
ile commented that sortie of the
Any .Aslit .’aril holder o 11110
buildings in the high school see.
ty.M.
knovnledg. .0r interest in
lion are not in good condition
managing th. financial aspects
-We hope that part of the plant
of this production u.ias apply hi
will be usable,- he stated.
letter to the Stud.nt
ouncil in
The badness manager said hithe student Union.
San
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Mystery Voice
On &IS Show

L

No 18 On Northeast Corner

A mystery vocalist will feature
"Spartan Review" tomorrow morning at 10:30 p.m., Hugh Heller, codirector said yesterday. The show
will be broadcast over station
KLOK.
The "Joke Pot" is another highlight of the Saturday program.
During a humorous skit, a special
award will be presented to an outstanding instructor.
The remaining air time will be
devoted to campus news and
sports, and music by the Dick’
Crests sextette. "Five Foot Two"! REHEARSAL TIMERehearsing for tornorr..i,-.
will be played and sung by thel broadcast of "Spartan Revleu" are members lif t he
sextette, while Heller will do the east. In the foreground Is FA Swane, drummer,
while front left to right are Mac Martin. bass; Ron
vocal on -Great Day."

3

Deadline Set
Ft)r litmfla
Tit., deadline for aPbb ,,t.
to: sophranorv, Pinto, and s.tn,,

yesterdas
-Due to the fact that oril a few
iidivations have been turned if,
tind it necessary to extend the
adlint.’ Llosd said
The sa,..:iiimore oft]. ’5 of
;1-sident, treasurer and frana ii,stice are still open he added
,,ist (ohs!. Mee% in
the three
..isses hate only one application.
Lloyd urged students to file ap; .leations tmmediately
Applies:aon blanks may be obtained in
tit, stud,. I’.

The

eailicr

i.1
rn,. Liiitar. lit’ I. I r...t a. mosital dir-ctor; Ellen
it’
(114 you
Witt g....man, to director;
Walt%
,-dir, . tor
Little loThilvi a till
bone; and Ilsigh Heiler, CO tr
John
photo Its Zimmerman. day high 7444!
director.
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Charlebois and Wegner
Spartan ILiiiy Seek Dramatic Careers
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Mis-uo Editor This Issue

egner ease
Lew:lemma Trorza
a cart:mot. feeling about their
forthcoming roles in Shakespeare s
tragedy. -4’ rhello.- to be staged
in the Litt .e Theater Oct 26
TOM ELLIS--Seeinme Massager " through 31. Sunday mieruttR ex, brpted_
Rich Jorcian--Associete What
I They both feel that they are forCAL PiTTS
1W:sate in having an PPOrr
tY
to play scenes from Shakespeare

Ses Jew S :iv WOO
Gusset Sews* sue
*rag ewe rum seasirsties
144S S. Fist street See arra
Dept. F. 211
Est. 310
per sparer 4..ass ASS card Issiders. .

How the Mighty Have Fallen

FraternItN- Pup
Named Hunks
1nd PKA Cup -

oaring oid of the mid-ee
. 41 4 r.
e aes4 astride a
ti charger, colors flying and lance sotsheethed, fist cry -Eacieis,ic,r! ois his lips. With the vigor of you’d,
he te.tried
upoe firmly entrenched bylaarlis of the old guard
r..onslaiictrr
heitdiatt .4 Me ...ddt age est ,cfory. Sapes.ng
f,riLe offer contirsued erersiss
.
slorbed away so’s:mg eosird:
plans for another dey.
la f
This romaneticised versiee of Harold Stessen’s entry info
poShis over four yews ago can be excused -hie- it is reme-ceed 2.
a.
cisay-r
*het ex -Minnesota governor was Iseealded es tre boy wonder of the Iasi wesesc, accon:hne to Dan Ls
_
GOP.’ Many disillusioned and cynics. Aire;CArs were aroe.040.9ed
by the hope that Stessern was the aeg..ard of I :,,e1g. energetic risen
-At vision who would +site over and rev,taiive +4e sadly sagging 2:
P .OSitan party.
Hc...ng-tan you be?
Ho . different is our matophswicel
:-..,-"art of Mr. Stasse
+oda,. He ea+, exchanged his shining a- e cloisir of a -good
p,fe,4,41. he stes se+
bucket of
party men his Lance for
forth, slogging through the Mire of pa r
polities, to do battle
with the 9,14,,Ki1 maligned Philip Jessup in the manner of Wisconsin s
antidote for inteor,ty Joe McCarthy.
aorsh to o4r reeders we feel Mr. Jessup is an
For whet is
hottest mom gu.ty of only one *ming: having principle. For what it
is worth to Mr. Stassen, we have only this to say: Shame, Sheer.
R.J.
Sherrie.

Alto, via Mountain View HigIi
%,"!
.
’,
"
2
riots:lent of the actor. there is school and is now a sophornoe
,no greater playwright than Shake- major in speech and drama.
Donna’s first performance heir?
His plays
speare.- Jerry said.
rise one a finer understanding of was in -The Flies," but Little
Theater audiences will remembi r
;good theater. 1 And Donna nodded her blonde ! her best for her portrayal of
!Masha in -The Three Sisters.’
emphauc agreement.
.nead
This is Dorma’s first experience !Spartan Daily readers will remerrin a Shakespearian role and Jer- I bet- her from the apt-mg quart. r
iry’s first try at emoting tragedy column, "Backstage Profiles." con written by the famous bard. How- !ducted by present associate edit,, e..er he did play Pistil in the Rich Jordan.
5?akespeartan comedy, The Mer-1 Rich described her Masha chalW. -s &f Wlincisor.
I acterization as surprisingly m.;
7-,Is was while he aas doing ture’’ for her 19 years.
Package- shows performances
When- she isn’t acting. Donna
persored by service groups o in I likes to SWIM best of ail. The
--attic. Washington, his home chips are down in favor of her pro-en. Jerry has had the years’ ficiency at the sport; during the
-.perience in sach aork. so al- ’summer she worked as a lifeguard
-issues a neophyte in San Jose at the I,os Altos Country club.
:,vater circles, be as really a yetJerry’s athletic interests lie
-ran dramatac performer
mainly in golf, "I’m a ’weekend
Before -corning to SJSC. Jerry Antler," he said, "but I have a
’.as an economics anti business !good time."
11:1771.11715 ra!!..Oft major at the EniThe stars of "Othello" havo a
...me) of Washington. When he
common aspiration. Both would
decided to ellanze his major to like dramatic careers on the
speech and drama, he immediately mate stage in New York.
’num/erred to San Jose State col"Of course." Donna said,
leg. future is always uncertain. 1’ seers that ’way back in AT
he fame of ye olde alma mai,
Grace Lutheran Church
crossed the border, climbed r;
and crawled through the rain
The Rev. Clarence F. Crouse? B.D
water to reach the Charlebois ears
The Service--I 1.00 &rm.Sunday
, at Seattle.
Headquarters of
In contrast, Donna’s pre-SJSC
Th Lutheran Students Association
life was spent closer to home. She
59 EAST JULIAN STREET
comes to this campus from Palo
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A large and varied menu

The Optical Crutch .
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Ilat got the six -month -old pooch
’1
e
g...-ss "11 I from a Swedish lumberman and
e’er’ !brought him to the house in a
badtet tied down on the hack of
a flat-bed truck
The other day I boldly arose to recite my weekly assignment
Pi K A brothers feared foul
4rom a page printed in small type. To my surprise the words began ;
dc<naPping to he exact, when
.) fun out to the point where I couldn’t read them. My perform. , flunky staid. nly disappeared Tuesday
Asc.- was embarrassingly below par.
A search party was orramit
and soon the lost canine
a as el iscry. e red lurking an the
yeomen’s gym. The Greek group
fated that either the pup was
toeing held for ransom, or that he
hail
dropped into th.
f
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JERRY DAVIS TRAVEL SERVICE
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ST. CLAIRE HOTEL

For Sweater Girls
HOFFMAN’S HAVE THE SWEATERS!
Lanameres

Cashmeres

Lamb’s Wool

Zephyrs

High -Colors
Pastels

Cable -Stitch

to

Smoothies
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Attention, Students’
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-FOR YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS
01 cotes* the most important decision to make was deciding
which Ir.nd of rims to select. If had been my observation that thti.
f
Ards, inthaw+ of the glasses and the style of the rims seemed to reflect the
ir- of Air Scicnee 151A, un- ,
character and reofess,-.n of the wearer. Teachers a,-’d clerks tend
snow :ugly gate some free advicet
toward the I.
.ar types. while artists and in-ellectuals like
r c ntly to married sets, whet be-,
P’-’ heaeier, y , atiy iyes.
Bustling business men and concentrat,A11.,:o subsistence checks have been!
’ .icintists wear the rimless ones.
Oh, of course, there are the
held 1.p cannot afford the cost of I
..
t. ,
otiose engraved golf leaf things which give the 1 baby sitters.
.vearerls father must own half of Fort Knox.
For the set and wife who want
.
to Ro out, but can’t find anyone
e
’:auel
(i’rse’s
’’’)flta stay with junior. here is Cap"r’
b*. ’edefIt’’’’.13 ’In my Item Richards’ simple solution
e
y tuffed with blue
I It Grease Up jinior like
,
,,,
1. be meney we’l Irrented: channel swimmer
,t
-) my ,rnmedate
trellb dl
12i Grease up the family bathtub.
.
,I - ,
raarret c,f a ,,,ry fc.remar
t3o Place junior in bathtub, an.:
r717101. water faucets to preveril
possible drowning.
14o Enjoy the outing withou’
-em. Now worrying about junior leasing Th
captain guarantees results
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Trojans, Bruins Clash
cents per car was established with
The Leg risalry down Southern all profits crane to the student
California any between the students of USC and UCLA has been
in full swing this semester. The
highlight of th eactivities so far
has been the 12-day imprisonment
of the USC mascot. George Tire biter LI at UCLA. For a dozen
days Trojan and Trojanes had
been suspiciously wandering about
the Bruin campus in search of
George,
The clas-s canine evidently outsmarted his Uclan hosts
as he v..as found ambling along a
street near the Westwood campus.

body fund.

Vandals Invade Observatory
Evidently there is a group of
citizens in Reno who are extremely
; interested in the science of astronomy. These celestial knowledge
seekers have smashed into the
University of Nevada observatory
several times. To present any further recurrences, steel shutters are
being placed over all observatory
indows.

Maroon Goes Underground

Word trom Chicago is that the
University
of Chicago student
The latinilte in school spirit was; newspaper. The Maroon, which
illustrated last weekend by six was recently banned by the faculty
members of the University of Cab- because of its leftist editor, will
tornia band. The sextet. including I go underground and attempt to
two trumpeteers, a bass and snare continue publication of the newsdrummer, a cymbals player and a paper. The Maroon staff members
French horn tooter, made the voted to publish and sell the sheet
2000-mile round trip from Berke- off campus. The Maroon staffers
ley to Millman. Wash.. instruments I are in line for congratulations for
and all, in a 19-41 sedan. They pro- their stand on press freedom.
vided hometown music and color ’
Library Romeos at Arkansas
for the Golden Beaia.
Eton) the University ol ArkanLegislators in Action
sas comes the complaint of a colWith student body fan& at Cit- lege librarian who claims Greek
rus aunior college in Azusa lag- organization pledges are turning
ging, the JCs Associated Student the D.A. library into a "dating
Body Executise council decided to Inireau." It seems the Porker
go to aork last week. The legisla- ’nickname of U.A. students) [rat
tors set up a car washing busi- pledges find the library the best
ness in a parking lot. A fee of 75 place to line up dates.

Bear Band FoPows Gridders

US(’ Will Offer B.S. Degree
In Telerision Next Semester
I’
the I isC Trojan
Beginning spring semest)T the
University of Southern California
will offer an academic degree of
bachelor of science in television
This will he the first time that
such a degree will lie offered in
the nation.
To aid instruction in the television field, a department of t. I.
communications has been set up
in the USC college of letters. arts.
and sciences by- the curneuhim
committee.
TV Studio on Campus
A fully -equipped hies ision studio, owned and operated la the
university, will begin operations
in Hancock hall on the Trojan
crimpus sometime after the first
ot the year. Fred D. Fagg, Jr.. university president, announced Monday.
Being built at a cost of more
than S100.000, the studio is a gift
of Capt. Allan Hancock, chairman
of the USC board of trustees and

Chuckle Corner
A mi.dern child is one who says:
"Let’s play house. You he the
be the papa
mamma. and
and we’ll flip a coin to see who
gets th disorce." Santa Barbara
El Gaucho.

see
things. Wait six months .
how she looks in the daylight."
, Sacramento state Hornet.

Worry is interest paid on trouide before it tomes due. skilled
TheI s. 1w. doesn’t make a ha Tradesman.
irsu)ily ,iir at home. Cal Poly
RAIIWO: "My uncle is a very darEl Nlustang.
ing swimmer. As a matter of fact,
First Eskimo. -Gee, I’d like to he had his neck broken in a dive
marry that girl mot- there in the
in Chicago last winter " Ventura
fur parka.
JAI’, Pirate -Press.
"Don’t
Second Eskim.

DON’T

FORGET!!

Spartan Optical Headquarters
is at

68 South First
Your Friendly
Optometrists Opticians

DR. PALMER & DR. FALLOWS

Fraud at Ilan ard

director It the Hancoci-,
From Hay% aid conies sea: ,.
non for scantitic research.
freshmen
Moe become so sKiiitul
Public Telecasts
The studio %s ill i-elay its pro- , in beating the pay Mantes in tilt
grams to Mt. Wilson to, telecast’ dormitories that the telepare
inc M any of the sesen commercompany had to take the triu45
cial TV stations in Lus Angeles..
Equipment will include two studio; out. This is another example ot the
cameras 1000 feet of cable which unhappy collision bet%%ts-n (-lame
will Permit the cameras to be and the practical side of hie ; taken into scientific research lab- Ness Yorker.
oratories in Hancock hall. a tiltn- ,
chain camera tor omit
-*c"’n I :do not wish to take the complete
mos ies and slides, monitoring sets
.
neciahzed eurriculam required for
for the control room generators.
the ma decree
and lights.
TV Pioneer
Thi ii.VS" department ot telecomUSC is one ot the pioneering
munications will offer courses in
alaision production, writini r. act- universities in the t Fes oion tielI
ma. programming. manaaement. mai began is inc eanrses in TV
advertising and sales. music. and three years ago. USC. aducational
program, "TV Unisersity.- ran lii3
TV facilities.
A bacitelor of arts degree in nights on a Las Angeles station
; raid and television, which USC last year and aon the "Emmy" for
has been granting for five years. , exceHence from the Hollywood
will still lw mailable to students ; Academy of Telesision Art’- and
majoring in these fields. Nit who .Sciences
--

"

Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests
No. 24
f

THE

Guest Editorial
Editor’s not,sThe following editorial appeared recently in the
Occidental college newspaper.)
"Good Tigers (nickname of Occidental students) don’t drink at
college social functions.
"A small Christian college can’t have half the student body
floating into a dance blotto, careening around for a couple of hours
and then flying home low.
"It gives the college a bad name if the main accomplishment of
the student bcdy is keeping Schenley and ccmpany in business. Too
many people say, ’College studenh are a bunch of drunken loafers.’
Because our dances don’t emit the atmosphere of a brewery, Oxyites
enjoy the respect of many people. They deserve th:s respect. Many I
parents send their children here because they know that thre are no
xtracurricular courses in Booze 30 given.
’A J.C. transfer student remarked last week that he was surprised that there were no hip flasks passed at the barbecue. ’Why
J.C. everybody would have been stinking before
back at
the barn entertainment began.’
"It’s not an easy thing to keep drinking down at a college. It
takes constant effort on the part of the administration and the student body. A few cases are bound to come up, but we’ve been able
to keep the number of bottle babies down. And we can all be proud
of it.
"The students’ cooperation has made the matter easier, and life
in general more pleasant. Nobody has to stand at the door during
dances administering a drunkometer test and a quick frisk to al rivals.
There are no brawls or messy incidents. Nobody is embarrassed by
what happened the night he had one too many.
"The extreme incidents like the student killed recently at Dartmouth or the gunfight last year at Ohio State will never happen here.!
"We’re doing a good joblet’s keep it up."
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"I should
have kept
my big
mouth shut!"

Fresh out of Bivalve. N. J.. he arrived oil the campus all
Iiiig-eyed and his big mouth hanging (open. Ile uas
immediately sucked into a "shell game.’ and bitmil
I. imself making all the quick-tricl cigarette te-t-.
LW his native instinir told him that such an
important item as cigaiette mildness couldn’t
be tossed off lightly. Million- ot smokerevervsshere have disco%eted. to.. that there% hut
OEM

one

Irsie

NNW
4

.

of

,the 30-Dav Camel
It’s the t-eut.ilde
Mildness Test. s hieh simply asks you to try Camels
a- s on r -teady -iimke ...on a pack-after-pack
liasis. No snap judgments! Once you’ve tried
Camels for 30 data. in your "T-Zotte IT lot
Thriiiit. ’I’ for Taste I.

see Is

y

After all the Mildness Tests --

Camel leads all other brands iyMVabns

Stage Is Set for Atomic
Truman A nsivers Ifrd o1ini(;11, Testing Near Las Vegas
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Las Vegas, Nev., Oct. 18(UP, it was "not correct to say the
tests have been delayed."
-The Atomic Energy Commisnos,,o
(wt. 18 (UPIA
"All necessary conditions and’
proving
Flat
Frenchman’s
tion’s
711.1 ..ducat or and author hefactors to permit them have not
m
a
er of f’omunists
the nn.b
lices
gromd is ready for the op.ming been just right." he
i.
said.
will increase if they are supressed. of the nation’s first atomic COMIle also said there A a tremenMeiklejohn
Alexander
And, [Jr.
bat maneuvers any time scientists dous amount of scientific work to
told a Hamilton college assembly
want to unleash the power of the I be done immediately before idol
last night: "If yliu want to keep
detonation, and the sci, nt ios
today.
the number of Communists down, atom, it was learned
must be ready at the Sam,
r,.,,
construcsaid
sources
Informed
let them talk.I
that the weather is right bend, a
Meiklejohn charged that in the tion of all facilities for the tests test can he made.
United States today "There is to has been completed at Camp
Another indication that the ma.
inueh sharp and .’la -:,r insistiare Desert Rock, 65 miles north of’ and the Army are not yet
t,
on freedoms to buy and sell and here on the rim (if the huge provto begin the tests was the fail at,
too much dull lethargic uninspired ing ground.
of high-ranking military pet -simnel
apprakl,
interest HI
The informants denied widely- and congressional observers it,
the
arcused
ilMIL!P and think
circulated reports that failure of rive here.
FBI. the Immigiation departinent contractors to complete secret inMeanwhile, some 5.000 ti out
and the I’S. Attorney General 01 stallations at the site has delayed
and more than 1,000 AEC person.
4111 constitutional
’4MTINIChIne
the atomic tests. They said the nel are standing by at Camp I
r:;,h/ to think
’XV ’,lease
weather, not construction, has art Rock for the atomic test,
laid up the tests.
The forthcoming series of exexpected to involve trial,
plosions,
Dr. II.trohl P. Miller,
weapons which ma:.
atomic
of
new
%s :IN selected as
or DI
For QUICK, COURTEOUS
concepts of wa
general chairman of 1h. faculty alter the present
fare, has been anticipated for seNservice and excellent fcod
committee 5,, (Imo 115i
eral days by anxious residents ot
ration*. tor the college preNitlent
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This gambling resort.
to mercer(’ Dr. T. N. MacQuarBut atomic scientists have stated
rie in 195’.!.
lamed Pratt.
director of public relations, re- that weather conditions must be
4
ideal for a nuclear detonation to
ported )esterda.
insure maximum safety and enable
The selection .t.a made at the
first meeting of the group held experts to study the blast.
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of the antra-num:II snorts
nree,ratit and many other socia’
actiyities, Aguilar said.
The steering committee will be
emillaised of the virct president.
’o’er t.tar
treasurer. a student
(.011111’11 Ilkumber, a PE department
representative. and presidents of
Phi’ Inter -Fraternity Council. Alpha Phi omega. Blue Key, Spartan Shields, and Tau Delta Phi.
"ANIS is equivalent to the Associated Women Students in structure,- he said
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HEY, GANG!

Diatiita for the SJS-Loyola
N.ileant ’a,’’,exi st in the newly , home football game next Friday
organized Associated Men Stu night and the SJS-Nlarquette
’dents for the position of secretary. game sin Dec. I are mailable
Restaurant
a representative from the men’s non in the Graduate Manager’s
SANTA CLARA ST. at 12TH
PE department, and chaiimen for office, according to Mrs. Lee
W. T. fltardson, Prop.
three standing committees, ac- Stock in office.
cording to Jess AtUllar, AMS
,
presitkoit.
According to Aguilar, the group’s
objective, all’: "Ti, provide a
Commissar Ivan Bullski, Herolst
means by, vi.hieh men’s social and
degree, stated over Radio Mos’service activities may be deseloped, thereby strengthening relationcow, "Comrade Inventsky of
ships among men and with ttu
Invention Bureau is develop
college; To foster leadership qualHoly Cow Sundae in 1836 is
ities, deyelop a sense (it responsinot Amreican idea." In answer
bility, and to further unity and
to this, Counterman Finglegood fellowship."
hofFer just snickered.
Some of the MS functions all’

JISS Ac)’.111.AR
Nos presiteat

I

11

SPORTSWEAR

Ulf

Heads May Name
Rotary Fellows

Health Service
Gratis To All,
Says Director

Contrary to the opinion of some
students, the college Health ServCollege department heads and him to meet tin’ el)ligation of the ice is available to all students who
members of their staffs may nowlfellowship in study, travel and are registered for six units or
more, according to Miss Margaret ,
recommend students who will I good-will activities.
M. Twombly, health service digraduate during the 1951-52 aca- I
He revealed that the local
demic year for a Rotary Interns- , Rotary club makes the final rector.
tioruil Foundation fellowship for I selection of the candidate %%hem
Many students believe that an
1952-53, Dean of Men Stanley C. it %%ill sponsor.
individual must have an ASH card
before he can receive medical
Benz, announced this week.
I The candidate to be sponsored
All such recommendations must by the local Rotary club must be care at the health office, but this
be in the office of the Dean of1 a permanent resident of San Jose is a misconception.
Persons using the injury fund
Men Wednesday afternoon. Addi-!oe of an adjacent territory in
or the McFadden Health cottage
tional application forms may belwhich there are no Rotary
clubs,
obtained in Room 114 by depart- I he said. Dean Benz announced. must be ASH card holders, but the
provides
college administration
ment members, he added.
I however, that a student who ternA limited number of fellowships; porarily resides in San Jose, while the necessiry funds to operate tht
office which is located in
are available for worthy students; attending SJS may .also be rec- health 31.
with potential leadership ability.!ommended in addition to the San Room
A regular staff is available from
They will be given the opportunity ; Jose resident, and the local club
to work in another country of will suggest his name to his home- 8 a.m. to 5:20 p.m., Monday
through Friday. to diagnose illtheir own choice, and at the same town club.
nesses and provide medical treattime acquire a knowledge of its
ment for those with minor ailpeople, their culture, their outments.
look and how they live, he said.
The candidate for a fellowship
may be male or female, between
the ages of 20 and 28. Race,
color, creed, or country of citizenship shall not he factors for ,
consideration, Dean Benz said.
-Candidates must be seniors." ,
he said, "and while primarily consideration is given to the scholastic capacities of the candidate,
equal importance in consideration
of his case must be given to the
factors of character, leadership
and service."
Dean Benz stated that the
health of the candidate should be
’’sufficiently excellent" to permit
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’Again Pioneers’ Movie
To Be Shown at Y Meet
A 70-minute film, -Again Pion- I acemnmoda t
members and
-Y
eers:* and a talk by Mr. Claude ;interested students
Settles, associate professor of so- I The picture, filmed partially in
Clara counts. deals with the
ciology. on "Curtent Social Prob- Santa
migratory labor problem. It shows
lems We Must Face,- will be feathe trouble migratory- workers
tured at tonight’s Student Y meet- have in obtaining proisi- housing.
ing at 7:3() o’clock according to placing their children in public
schools, and their labor problems.
Dave Beutke, president.
Mr. Setties will speak on housNo charge will be made to see
the film, which features Miss Col- ing, labor, jail, and detention home
leen Townsend. The meeting will evils in San Jrrse and the surhe held in the Little Theater to rounding area

Neu, Gardener
Aids Kellogg

If a student’s condition is too
serious for the staff to handle, the
student will be consulted and proArthur Ellison, newest member per medical atention will be recof the gardening staff, has both ommended.
According to Miss 7’wombly.1
Practical and technical knowledge
of flora to aid him in his work. many students are unaware that ’
Born in Essex, England, Mr. El- this service is maintained for them
lison has done horticulture work and do not take advantage of the
in the tropical regions of Cuba. free treatment offered by the
the West Indies, and the southern medical clinic.
tip of Florida. He ce.me to the
contacted often by Dr. Harvey
United States in 1922.
Mr. Ellison- is particularly fa- Kellogg, founder of the cereal,
miliar with the papaya (Caries company in Battle Creek, Mich.,
papaya), a tropical melon-shaped who sought advice on the papaya’s
ounces up to 20 pounds. He was growing properties.
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Spartan Fraternities Name
Fall Quarter Pledge Classes

na..0 been ’ Yates. Clarke Biggs, and Jack !Ralph Nernanick. Chuck Bowles,
-It.. , men MAIO
i and Jack Mangan.
p.edged :-..- quarter into social i Hockley.
1
fraternities on campus has been{
Lambda Chi Alpha
Fraternity.
Sigma
I
b.erheard in a dimly ht nigh’
??,.. pledge (-Lair/veil
1 Lambda Chi Alpha pledge class
Pi
Sigma
of
class
pledge
Fall
Sororitie
To
Hold
,A ,;,,, !..a..- ... ,,, f,,:j,,’..,,
r "1 fa rids oil. ’trimaran. You’ e
includes Don Craib, Kenny MitchFraternity includes Elton Semas.
’s.- .-d
for ’ALP night
Lynn WiLson, Jerry’ Nugent.
Initiation
Thei.. Xi Fraternal,
r Richard Degnon, Bill Tonn..11. Jim I ell,
Jim Hughes. Claude Brogdon. Jim
Baker,
Robert
Booth.
Bill
Benn.-r.
Forrest
Theta :V p 0._ - ., ,
Nab., P.us- : Leonard. Dick Rivas, Dick ThompAllen. Joiin Att. i u’ Ange Ac- Kenneth Eulert, George
Sherr. Gene Weir. awl
in:2;14;"1.- :txpgr.i’ris"rt’onaod ’’rrmois"-fs’sit".!;...
’ Delbert son. Norm
.antoni,
.
ma
II(’
[Sisal.RII
-Cat- S’?
c’ ’ Edward
Res Booth.
curs.
Ratic’skii soon at the soro-st
’Rob
Douglas
Knight.
Ronald
Bowles
’ huusi% rt.- m ck. John G turn Kenneth Less -s.
Delta Sigma Gamma
, ports Beth Cab.. in. .publicity
and Richard Cunnison. ’
fi, r.- -’-’n
t
chaAr- leri n.ii .u: ,.-ii
Members of Delta Sigma Gain i
,
man.
Initiates
Sr.’
Janis
Brothers.
’ -1- ..cw’ an- "-’-’
-"II’
Like Good Food?
Alpha
Kappa
ma’s fall pledge class are Eli AwuiPat GatCh Plat) Conway. Joanne’nei
Sigma Alpha Lirillon
Kappa Alpha pledges v.-ho re- 1 lar. Dick Kissick, Russ Shank.
Sulliyan, Janis Eyans. and Flo
Then Try Lis
Sigma Alpha Epsilon pledged ceiveil pins are: Douglas Leroy John Akin. Bill Scholvin, Doug
Finkinger
the follouing 94 mt.n. Denny Boehner. George R. Brackett, Mar- Newell, Paul Madsen, Steve Ho.
Following initaittorm ceremonies.
Scott Conrad Mendenhall. Nor- vin Vancia Copelund, Dean Jack gan, Bob Kennedy, Bob Sherman,
Dinners from 1 00
Stan Stevens, Tom Brown. and
.ariAls- Rob Gorman. Phillip Cuterstone. Ronald Gerald Flora,
fi"-a f;arnr" Ph’’ wilnelku"amie ran ii64:1.- man
Al Singleton. Peter Bertrand Graff, Donald Jos- G..ne Billingsley.
- ’’,it,,..’ h"vr:j: 43,,:fpLht; 7..,,,,----.. - ---- .",;" Rice, Rod Wriht.
aliz’’....,k’’’ae, ". R ichard Smith, Bob Tuiss Barry .’ph Haney. Charley Tomson Hop, ,-....,A---,..-6...........’
lsc
d.
Alpha Tau Oin4a ,
Viola
alumWilliam
Rlousner,
Robert
S chwttler. Al Wierners. Bob I.it- pi..
-ei.-*
---.-- ’’’. -treasurer.
Pledges of Alpha Tau 01neit’a
r.e.
will he ’guest speakMa-Eugene Ma
Richard
Bill
Short.
Bob
Dowd.
Lee.
Grant
tlefield
are Shelly Beebe, Dranaki,Cudney,
Smorgasbord
.-., Fin Flicking -r will repre,,nt
Harry it’Brien. Gene Ungbr, Doug- . lone. Paul Morgan, John Morgan Bill Donaire, Grant Donnelly, Danin,- raw initiates
las Walker. Jack gazer. JerrY i Finkerton. Robort Booth Roberts, iel Donovan, Donald Fetich, RichYOu CAP, ES
Initiation of fwe new ritictIMPts C.:Ay. Chad t:rtoca, Ray lb Piazza.tKenneth Lan Skannell. Herbert
ard Gentry, Eugene GOselin, Phi:.
will ha:Mit:lit the week’s soc.al Kern Enzensrarger, Riihard Ells- ’ Varstan. and William Young.
Jay. John MacDonald: fIal-reft Me-%
calendar at th. Alph. Imuctiai Pi worth and Iloug(lConner.
,
Fadon, Robert 111cKeow-n, John
Theta Chl
-....rority how’.I
Merrich, Pat Milligan, Don Nunes Pi Kappa Alpha
F ollou ing t he eeremony initiates
i Theta Chi fraternity pledged
David Pantoskey..DonaldPatgi4r,’,
wilt be h...tgor..1 at a banquet. acPi Kappa Alpha itiedges who re- ’Newell Strayer, 1>ick Zimmerman,
Petersim, John Sehriber.
co:riline to Pauline Da,. chairman cert....1 pins Sr. Hal Borchert. Paul I, Joe Tisgo George Bill, Bill Couey. Clayton
Schuyler William Watson
Por the occasion. bolo’ es Peterson Cardoza. Bob (*racolice. Geri: Dave Burns, Jim Freeman. Jim Jasnes
Thomas WiLson.
l’auloski, president of the la -Its Hansen, Wally Hall, Keith Ifiii- : Vettel. Dick Con2eIrnann, Bud and
s gma .’u
Sterna rhapter. will
0..er ahai.-, Jae Jimenez, Chtf Johansen, Brinkerhott, and Jerry Morrison,
Pledges wearing the pin ot Sigthe program
Jack Manstield. Dave .Moja. Dave
Pki Skim Kappa
ma Nu are Mike Casey, Gene Dorwearin..: the pin of A ii *Pt Per-sing, Olin Shanrock, Stew art ,
Fourteen pledges who are now rett, Norm Hirschman, Dana Sot ar. Jissri Wiesmger. Pat Ka).a- Schwable. and Jim Tanushill
37W Sow Caries
wearing the Phi Sigma Kappa pin tan, Robert Walthall, Dan Berth r.a....:h.
110.atter. (’arole (s-rDelta EpsIllom
are Charles Sisney, Ed Berriman. iaume, Lee Baranderbiirg, Dick
- .
and Carlos- Ger,ais
N.u. Cr. -.I; pledges in Delta Fai- John Wathen, James McGill, Lew Rutherford. John Galtea, Greg
.1 are Robert Antonioli. Gordon t Pater-son, Val Travaglini, Seymour Snyder William Temple, Donald
A- told, Jim Babcock, Don Ed- !Abrahams. Art Reed, ’Art Cooley. Brazil!, Bill Cancilla. Bob Cross.
ward.. Art Lund. Bill Lundy, Rod Richard Cook, Charles Hurley. and Doug Fox.
Delta Sigma poi
Kolze, Bob Beth, Bob Poole. Rolland Giannini Jim SshoomaketDelta Sigma Phi, according to
ltaaaell Ryder,
Waunch, Sam K 1!s ’Pledge’ Theta Clu s rush chairman Jim Kane, will con rushing activities for at
In 11(0; Rush Ceremony least two weeks more before offichit pledge list will be released
telir e most suoresaful rushing ’ Pledge lists are not final for any
See our collection of
the tall quarter was the
fraternities, according to a
"pledging" of 70 Theta ebb. by of the
pattern, in
report from the Inter -Fraternity
Kappa Alpha Thetis sorority.
since pledging activities
.4 printing error in last week’s council,
conducted throughout the
be
will
"Who, What, iind Where in
STTI1 ING
the college year.
Washington Square" bulletin remainder of
scheduled ii Joint rush smoker
for Theta chi and Kappa Alpha
Theta fraternities. The mistake
was
ils Jokingly disregarded until
Theta Chis arrlsed at the
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity on
sororit, I
se last Thursday
., the San Jose State college cam night
An tioortrtudeo
the t’rtri;h 4,....h
function"
, pus, was well represented at the
-pledging" welcomed the men kro Chapter Officers’ conference
to the Theta house. The "rush- held during August at Gettysburg.
ee," were entertained with an Pa.. reports Bill Spengemann, puboriginal Theta ocalization en- licity chairman.
titled. "Take Care of NI, I.ittle
Delegates attending from. the Incal chapter were Bob Baron, Fra
Kit,.ternity president; Fred .Cockfhlt
The -rush amorker- was en_
president; William Mille:.
rneeil with she presentation of
a -pledge pin.. (a gold safety
treasurer; Charles Miguelgorz)
and Ritch Bryan.
pin) to, each Theta Chi.
The "rushing part," seas so
More than 225 undergraduate
’wet eri
lIf(’
impressiie hat the K. Thetas students, delegates from 314 ac it NO
tive chapters, were present at th.
plan to make it at, annual af.5N itimiassuo small
five-day workshop, Spengernatir
fair.
41 said .
Workshop discussions gave maim! attention to what Alpha Tab
’mega chapters hate done in substituting community service prof, vets for "Hell VirCek" pranks, and
taking the It-ad in eliminating jut’
.’nil.’ antics front college campuses
Distinguished speakers at th.
conference were the Honorabk.
John W. Snyder, secretary of
treasury. and a member of Alpha
Tau Ortega fraternity, at Vanderbilt tiniversity. Tenn:, and A. Rea)
Warnacke, chairman of the Nat tonal Inter( raternity. erniferenee
Highlight of the conclave was a
tour of the Gettysburg battlefi.dri
conducted by Dr. Robert Tortenriangh. author of the recent book.
-Lincoln and Gettysburg.- and ab
01111
(111/1)
/.,,:_,,-;
alumnus of Alpha Tau Omega
The All) delegates from Sat:
IS your hair unmanageable? Maybe
Jose also isited Washington. D.r ,
it’s too
long??? MAp your appo;nfment today with
and Ness York city. returnin
home by way of Quebec, Canadii,
Lillian or Muriel.
DIANA MEYERS
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16 95
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Hal.-’s accessories
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CY 3-1343

Manly n Bone %s ill direct actitities this quarter of Bibliophile,.
library majors anti minors, according to iniormation received trom
the group. Other officers recently
elected are Betty Potter. vice president
Roberta Stine. secretar)
and larraine Miranda. treasurer
Helping a needy family is the
project of Bibliophiles this quarter, and a gala Christmas Paul!,
is planned as a climax of the
group’s activities.
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Delta Upsilon Launches Large
House Remodeling Program

-at
--

TT

Tomorrow the Delta Upsilon
fraternity will begin a large scale
remodeling program to increase
the
ies of its 11th st. house,
it v. as announced at a recent
nteetmg of the organization. The
program is under the direction of
Ed Mosher. of the local chapter.
Mrs. Carl King. reprebenting the
Mother’s club: and Hollis Logue.
president of the Delta Upsilon
corporation board.

eluded in the remodeling program.
Construction on a new $15.1100
addition to the chapter house will
begin t.sithin the nest fesk ueeks,
it also was reported

Under the guidance and finar,
, ins of the Delta Upsilon Moth,:
Club, the living room and entrance
hall will be the first project on the
list. According to the report, the
Theta Chi and Gamma Phi Biq a traternits homes upstairs of the house will he remodeled and painted and a baseto make their neu chapter house. The project
was started last spring and %till be completed by ment rumpus room will be in the summer of 193’2.

-

sitoi1 N HERE are the blueprints id the remodeled esterinr of the new Kappa Tan fraternity
house now under construction at 470 N. 11th
street. The Kappa Taus will combine the old

11I)ha (Iii
Kappa Tau Combines Two Gamma
Holds Ritsh Party
Rouses to Form Aim Home
ERNESTLNE VOSPER
The tootstepe. at’ active college
students once again are to be
heard in the old. Theta Chi fraternity and Gamma Phi Beta sorority
houses. now the home of Kappa
Tau. a r:ew local fraternity on the
San Jose State. college campus
sincelane spring
According to Jack Scheberies,
fra tern t y ..ptesident
excavation
proceedings began at the end of
the school year when the Theta
Chi house was moved from its
former site on Eighth street to its
present home. The Gamma Phi
residence. situated at 470 S. 11th
Street. ’.as moved hack on the lot
to make room for the new fraternity hoi_se. The buildings were vacated two years acit. When both
social trganizatjons glinved to new
locatians.
’
The ao homes will be joined
togethi r to form the new Kappa
Tau tir.apter house. Scheberies
Said. The exterior of the Theta Chi
house. %thich faces the street will

Uptilon chapter of Gamma Alpha Chi, national professional fraternity for women, held its first
rush party of the current year in
the Spartan Daily office, Wednesday. Lee Vines, president of the
organization, welcomed about 35
rushers to the group. A social
gathering followed the meeting.
Doughnuts and cider were served
to the group.

be entirely remadeied and the intenor of both buildings will he
completely redecorated
Besides the completion of their
new San Jose home. by the summer of 1952. the Kappa Taus plan
to convert their large garage into
a "barn -style" clubhouse. Blueprints for a back yard swimming
Gamma Alpha Chi is affiliated
pool also are being considered.
with the Ad%ertising Federation
Although the noys are busy
of America and the Advertising
wielding paint brushes and
Association of the West. The purcement, they still numige
pose of the society is to turther
tive social calendar. Several sucdevelop knowledge and interest in
cessful after -game dances and exthe fie1d among women students
changes already have been held at on
campus. Five major fields are
the spacious Kappa Tau residence.
represented in the organization:
Tomorrow night the Kappa Taus’
commercial art, interior decoraand their dates will be guests at a tion, advertising, public relations,
semi-formal dinner dance to . be and journalism.
held at the Kappa -Delta Rho fraOftigers a the local chapter
ternity house on the Berkeley
are: Lee Vines, president: Agnes
campus. .
Kappa Tau officers for the tall. Bolter. treasurer; Jo Ann Scott,
quarter are: Jack Scheberies. fra- recording secretary; Rose Marie
ternity president; Dick Shafer. Polsinelli, corresponding secretary
Smith. and Marguerite Crawford. publicDresden
vice-president;
ity Catilrman.
.;ecretary.
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important new neckline trend in
imported australion lambs wool
sweaters by helen harper
each

001? aralutationJ\-"r’’

$4"
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Miss Nancy Dittemore
WINNER OF THE

SWEATER
FASHION WEEK CONTEST

STUART’S PRESENTS
YOU WITH THIS

Nis

BAT WING
TURTLE NECK

SWEATER
Ci7 IMPORTED LAMBS WOOL

$795
"Turtle" pet fashion fot the season.
"For the girl wk. knows c/ethes.

Featured in

CHARM magazine. Shallow turtle neck hugs your
throat. 32-40, heather grey, empire green, beige.

It’s the sweater rage of the
season and look to Stuart’s

Free

for all that is new in sweaters. Sizes 34-40. In new exciting colors.

161 SOUTH FIRST STREET

Plastic sweater beg with sweater purchase.
Ake in oor WM*. Gliin Store 13311 Lincoln,
owil 330 University Aolonoo in Palo Alto
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Help Available Positions Open For Revelries
For Veterans ,
With T1-.11h1 es

Friday, October 19, 1951

Fight

Reveal Air Farce ’Secret Weapon’

RevAn ass istant director, assistant should contact Woods in -the
secretary, elies office at the Bible college,
ness manager.
;b us i,
Room 8 next week.
;choreographer and technical director are needed for the Revel-

especiallyir_ies production, Dave Woods, pro Veterans in distress,
announced ye, those with dependents, are eligible ; duction director,
to receive funds from the Amen- terday.
can Legion auxiliary, Memory Post
M
399. Dean of Men Stanley C. Benz,
plying for any of these position ,
announced yesterday.
The organization does not make
cash loans, but will endeavor to
Se you don’t believe in th B;b17
keep up the standard of living of
Well. neither do sire - in the erns.
do. way!
those in rugs’ by providing subsistenet- and other necessities, he
You say. -Rligion and Science
can’t rnia"7 We keep our religious
said.
views constantly on the move to keep
- veteran seeking such aid
AHEAD of scince.
contact either Dean Benz,
Modern knowledge is our basis:
;in of Women Miss Helen Dim the elevation of HUMAN character
k. Edward W. Claments, chair and the uplifting of HUMAN civilio of the college service fund
zation is our goal.
.ramittee, or George L. Sing, manager of the college ser. 11 00 A.M. - OCTOBER 21
I Ice fund committee.
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Cleattep4
has 2 Day Service
for College Students
Special Prices
Sweaters .. .59
Pants
.59
.59
Skirts
East Santa Clara at 12th
Frank and Ida

FOR SALE

NEW YORKS

Clark’s
Dink
State Jackets,
block north of
Tennis Shop,
campus.
514 S. Fourth street.
Mercury 1941 convertible, clean
throughout. $6.30. Please contact
Jean 4’oneilla. CY 2-3141 or Morgan Hill 3111, after 5 p.m.
’36 Pont. f’oupe, heater. $100.
At 2-147 Peachtree Lane. S.J. AX.
6-8717.

.46 Old. 6-cY1.. 76 series,

club
CY. 5-8548.

It. a‘ II
$875. 216 Topeka V.

PAN-FRIED CHICKEN
BROILED LOBSTER
FILLETS
cipspiCSAA

I

INTIMATE ATMOSPHERE
EXCELLENT CUISINE

ON THE
ALMADEN ROAD
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Don’t Throw Her Out. . .

Vacancy for one girl student,
kitchen privileges. living room, p1ann. Half block from college, 43 S.
5th street.

just because

WANTED

_

Girl: Share 2 bedroom apt. Rent
$20. CY 2-6403, after 5.
A College Girl to share light
,
’household duties with young c’
lege couple in exchange for roe,.
Pleas,..
Reasonable board fee.
neighborhood - good transportation facilities. Call AX. 6-7799.
Tao girls to share large apt
near school. $23 a month each
plus hood (’all CY. 3-77,0i

she can’t cook.

still-, I

of it
ing t

Take her to Archie’s

Ri
fly (

for delicious food, courteous service.

June
them
Whil

ARCHIE’S STEAK HOUSE

Bm; 1
radii

545 S. SECOND STREET
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Complete Shoe Repair Service

rung
one

LOU RENT

While You Waif

Private Room Linen furnish -u1,
two blocks from college. $25 per
month. CY. 2-5307.
For Rent-Refrigeratoris Phone
CY. 5-4839.
Bedlam iliables Men’s moms hot %%ate!. in rooms, kitchen pie. -lieges parking. launderette. S.
$25 with. 275 N. Fifth street.
Men share room with kitell.1.
privileges, $16 and $18 a moish,
2% Hocks from campus. 327 I.
St. John street.

todas at II 30 a.m.
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ktINenturer-, Recall Pleasure Trip?

Student Describes
’Undercover’ Work Dr. Ralph A. Smith Exhibits
bile On Vacation Boo ( onstrietor. Indigo snoktFriday. October 19. 1951

Page Nine

Leona Crouch, senior, studied
A.twown Mexican imparial boa
labor paiblems in a unique man- !constrictor and a black ind
this summer by obtaining a snake are getting second Oar I) as a butcher and joining "the from students passing through 7
uployed" for ten weeks. Her job! second floor hallway of as part of a Student Industry; tural Science building
iatoject sponsored jointly by the, The reptiles were put
YWCA and the YMCA.
play by Dr. Ralph A Sinai.
Willie pickling pig’s feet and . elate professoi of zoology.
hat -king hams, the pert senior
Both snakes are about fay feet
amen ed
’irking conditions.
long. Since they are aerate and
racial problems. social problems
easily cared for. they are faint ties;
and labor union actitities.
of circus and carnival performers,.
Thirty two students took part
according to Dr. Smith. The cost I
in the survey. They were all from
of the indigo snake is $1.70 per
colleges in the U. S. %% WI the ex- foot. while the boa
is worth $6 75
eeption of three persons who were !
Dr. Smith plans to exhibit
:rom German y, one each from species of reptiles every week !!
China, England and France. Five the. rest of the quarter. Full.
participants were from California
liege’s, three from Iowa, one display* include a three -toed
.. am Washington and 17 from col- turtle aid a snapping turtle.
leges east of the Mississippi.
The group lived in a fraternity
ause on the USC campus in Los
thgeles, hired a cook and pa
!..ted to live on a cooperative t
;!aol system. Each student paiii
’...reentage. according to his week- California:
of.k I
-r
or 11
tt the end of the project ,31111
"RHUBARB"
student had 511 returned Iron]
Ray M;11sd a Jim Ste- -g
,I) VICTIMSBob It tiNt%
I e Did . recall some of
the pool.
WAS AN AMERICA,. ‘JP
:he
idents of their recent trip to kaii,as t it)-.
pair flelt hack
Ann Dvorak A Jets bar
lo visit With members of Dethi’s family :1111/1 landed smack dab in the
Resides being butctters, the stuKansas C’ety flood.
photo ’by ArnYstrong dents also worked in other types
of plants, iucluding an ice erfam 1PCII Im.17:171=57
packing firm, garment, lamp
shade, fountain pen and cookie
"KON-TIKI"
factories. One student was a carand
penter and another worked in a
’ FATHER TAKES THE AIR
railroad yard.
"Project workers did not disMan Bob Kruse, 20. and Jerry
Then they decided to set the close to fellow employees that Mission:
CV 3-81411
’Dodo 21, aeronautics students, plane down on a small alternate - they were on it ,,papy.planned to fly to Kansas City this field nett to their objective Crouch said.
’STREETCAR NAMED DESIRE’
summer, they didn’t expect many When they were about too feet’
Marion Bands
Le,gh
and Carl Maiden
of the events that occurred dur- shove the grass rumiay, as Dedo
Slight Acirrint in Price
ing the trip.

-*re’s someehits
a4oitt a GREN01/149

; ’a

SHOW SLATE

Mat frnakes

FRYEAlply way
fraVel

SiS Duo Experience Modern
Odyssey in Kansas City Jaunt

Kr:se and Dedo had decided to
fly m.a. of San Jose at 6 a.m.,
June 28, but bad weather kept
them on the, ground until 8 a.m.
While waitirg they sat in their
small sport plane listening to the
radio. When Kruse decided to get
out m the aircraft, he caught his
foot ai the Microphone cord and
spilled out of the plane onto the
asphaa deck. That was the beginning.
From San Jose It took them

estimates. they noticed that the
entire field was flooded. The tall
grass had hidden the water from
their view until then,

Once again .t)at%e
xeturned to SL
sight. Then
r7erld f
JixsTik

on the following morning. determined to allow nothing to stop
them, Kruse and Dedo, headed
directly for ind landed at the
Kansas City airport. When they
triumphantly crawled out of their
aircraft they found that they had
landed in the middle of the Kansas
one and a halt hours to reach City flood!
Reno. where they landed for fuel.
While in Kansas City they lived
From Reno they flew to Salt at Thalo’s uncle’s home. When it
Lake Oty. eating their lunch in came time for them to say goodflight. After spending the night by, they found that their plane
in the Mormon (’ity, they crossed was sitting in ten inches of water,
the Rocky mountains at 12.111H) which had destroyed the usefulfeet and headed for Lincoln. ness of the brakes.
Neti. It was at Lincoln that they
In order that they might use the
ran into the next stage of their
airstrip next morning, officials at
difficulties.
the airport had suction pumps
In ’heir attempt to land at the
running all night to draw the
Nebraska city, they found a num- water off
ber Uf obstacles in their way. The
On their return trip, It r use
it
was bad, visibility was and Dedo travelled t iir’itig ii
very poor, their radio transmitter
Texas. New Metier, and Arizona.
had gone out and they couldn’t
They described the neat her in
pick ap any radio-range signals.
thin area as nothing under MO
Giving up the attempt to land degrees.it condition ii huh torced
at Lincoln. De do and Kruse them to fly their small plane at
headed their small plane for St.
an altitude of approtintatek 50
Josetth, Mo., At St. Joseph they
spent the night while Dedo man- fret.
The southern trip home V,
aged to get his transmitter workincident except on (a,.
wit hOUt
ing again.
TN next morning they pointed occakion when the heat was se
the propeller for their ultimate intense that in order to gain a
500 toot altitude. th. goal, Kansas City. When attempt_ desired
to travel a distat.!
forced
Mg to land at the Kansas City, we’re
airport they discovered that they of 7" miles
couldn’t get clearance to land be- i The final leg of their trip it J
caw* their radio transmitter had , from Palmdale. Calif., and later
’ San Jose.
gone out a second time.
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Something
Savings
l’aso Robles
Santa Nunn
1
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1’11,On

Saratoga

Saratoga:

2026

"VALENTINO"
Ei.ncr Parker & Anthony Destro,
AltoTHE PAINTED HILLS"
Paul Kelly, Ann Dorian & Lassi
SJS Student Rate-40e

world’s fastest PORTABLE!
Get higher marks by typing
your school work. Smith -Corona
portable has the touch and action
of a full-i,offic typewriter.
Come in nd see it demonstrated.

About the

CV 3-8405

"Here Comes The Groom"
Bing Crosby A Jane Wyman
Alto SIROCCO
Humphrey Bogart
Student Rate 50c

EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN

Something About
A Charter Trip

CV 4-2041

II ’to. aloi lb.- gang
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"COMMAND DECISION"
Gable

-TWELVE O’CLOCK HIGH
Gregory Pert
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HUNTER’S
Office Equipment Co.

AT
"Flame of the Barbary Coast"
John Wayne & Ann G-ceei
AS YOUNG AS YOU FEEL
Monty Woolray & Thelrei R....

he

1347 McKEE ROAD
(Continuation of E. Julian)
Just West of floyshorp
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Our Specialties .
PIZZA
SPAGHETTI &
MEATBALLS

:C"Inramummeter’911P: 111-1’
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Stop ar

SPART
GARDENS (
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SAN JOSE DRIVE-IN

Relax and en;oy a uelicIo,,
ITALIAN DINNER
Ieclude
So.p, Salad Spageektr,
Bread Buller Dessert

%011-11 ItLe .

CY 2-b77

Sinith-Corona Mayfair:

.

a Cr..% 111.11111i

About

’THE LAW AND THE LADY’
Grime Grson & Michael Wilder
-THE TALL TARGET
Dick P0.Il & Paula Rarriond

After That Last’ Class

Dinners from .85

I or a trip I
ph’

"SOLDIERS THREE"
Stewart Granger
Can Get It For You WholosleSusan Hayward & Dan Dailey

Studio:

11 E. SAN FERNANDO ST,
CV 4-2091

1111 .re pla tttt tug a art-L -1’111i

Ii

CY 4-0083

’Pay:
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PITCHER of Beverage

The Spartan Headquarters
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RAIDERS VS. IDAHO SATURDAY
S.’S-Vandal Tilt Tabbed
Close Contest Tomorrow
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Starting Lineups
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or,

II.I

toorge 11....inko (195i Jr.
Iron Ring.. (*!.33) Jr.
Pete 1111"ter l’!fltio Jrhen l.arsnn(*NH) se.
Holy Holder (1/41. Jr.
t.r.rn Rieher (107) sr.
(0KIr II/40) Jr.
51 .n.. 11nder...on (179) Jr.
1141tli 4 torktian ( I/16) Sr.
11..11 Mohler 11110. Jr. .
Ii,’.. Morph’. o 1711) Jr.

,

%%10
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NAN Mist: SPARTANS
I
Bub Illonthe. (170) Jr.
:%oph.
Bob Fox
I
(004) sr-

MICRO 1.1N11/11"
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LEE
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Tom (tilt.’ (190) Sr.
larence Orr 1195) Jr.
%dam% tHII) Suoph.
dlitClt
Posonehooff (101 ) Sr.
Jerrr Hamilton (1714) Jr.
’11 Mattherr. (165) Jr.
Rob 0.horne (16$) Jr.
F rank 1forri.o. (191) Sr.
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San Jose State college’s 43-man I the short 20 mile jaunt by bus to
of the following day’s
football contingent wings its way; the scene
act ion. Moscow.
northward today at 19:30 p.m. to,
oe actlull’or aismschsedudled to leave
encounter the Idaho Vandals in an i Idaho
u
jnostay smomorentiing.
intersectional grid tussle Saturday’ arr ieing in San.
me
I around 3:31, p.m. in the afternoon.
afternoon at Moscow, Idaho.
The invading party OM include!
36 players. Bob Bronzan. head
Its quality and flavor when
coach: Bill Perry, line coach: Lin,
kimuta. team trainer; Pete Mcyou try angel food donuts
Neil. equipment manager; Russ,
Whitman. senior manager: Dannyl
Hill, publicity director; and Fred
Merrick and Wes Mathis, local
CY 5-3912
35 S. Fourth
I
sports scribes.
The group will leave San Jos, by bus and depart from San Francisco airport via California Central’
Airlines at 3*p.m. Approximately
three and a half hours later thi
band will arrive at Lewiston. Ida.;
After dinner the team wall take]
Beciiuse well have it

Angel Food Do -Nuts

DON’T .
throw it away!

For your prescriptions, drugs and
cosmetic needs. come in to . . .
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Team’s Plane Leaves
Frisco at Noon Today
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Rewovena in Clothing
SWEATERS OUR SPECIALTY

Lea’s Reweaving
Shoppe
84 SOUTH FIRST ST.
:ecurity Building
CT
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Going to the Game?
Why not get a group together
and charter a . . .
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PEERLESS BUS
SAFE MODERN, COMFORTABLE
EQUIPMENT
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Say, why not Charter a Peerless Bus
wherever you go.
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We Cater to Sororities, Fraternities, and
Other Campus Groups
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Come As You Are
Weal’ Days-S1.40
Sundays & Holidays S1.60
Private Banquet Room

r

4.

Hot Food to Take Out
Spaghetti, Qt. 65c
Ravioli. Qt. 75c
A 4..ari of roach feds

Presto! Smoother Driving!
Yes, in only a few short minutes, your car is
purring down the road, running smoother
than ever when you choose the best lubricants
... Drive in TODAY!
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THE ITALIAN RESTAURANT

CORSAGES

10 11 00 Ili

*IFS FOR LARGE GROUPS
D11.oy-

GLADYS MAE FLORIST
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Delicious Italian Dinners . .
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DIERK’S
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1 You just can’t beat
Coffee and Donuts at
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CY 4-5045

Andrade’s
RICHFIELD SERVICE
Corner E. William & S. 8th Streets

SIDELINES

Cross-Country
with
ROY HURLBERT

I
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SFS Meets Staff Grid Selections
Spartans
Here Today
GAME

We see by the papers that Idaho is still in the Pacific Coast Confcrunee, tagging along as usual at the tail and of the league.
Now, the Vandals from Moscow aren’t going to play in the
Bowl this year, friends, but did you know the little old north, rn university might just qualify for Pasadena one of these years’
Just out of spite!
That’s for dang sure. Idaho holds a contract with the FCC and
has, since Red Grange was a pup. The Vandals, if they should some
day happen to go unbeaten against the FCC foes, wouldn’t be out
of order if they asked transportation to Pasadena for a little bowling.
Ne one, from FCC Commissioner Vic Schmidt on down, could deny
Idaho’s claim if the Vandals fulfilled the requirements to the hilt.
Rough Company .
But we hold no illusions regarding Sparta’s opponent tomorrow.
Idaho doesn’t figure to field any powerhouses in the campaigns to
time. And the records show the Vandals merely have been token
competitors in the same crowd with California, Southern California,
t (’LA, Stanford and the rest.

ISP4-Idaho

Borchert
16-12
545
Cal
Ose
ill
Stan.
COP
Tenn.
two.
NI q.
it is.

OSC-WSC
Ill.-Wash.
Stan.
IStan.-S.C.
COP-Boston
(’OP
Tenn.
Ala. -Tenn.
Sparta’s cross country contin- Geo.-LSI’
tiro.
gent* make their first start of the Tulsa-Marg.
Marq.
1951 campaign this afternoon Purdue-Wis.
when they meet the Gaters from
San Francisco State college on the
local course. The meet will get
Choosing winners of football
under way at 4 p.m.
games in this day and age of
Coach Don Bryant, sho pulled
specialized play is almost as had
the Spartan harriers through
as predicting next oeek’s
an undefeated season last year,
weather.
expects quite a hit of eompetibest ot the erystal ball gazers
t
from the Gaters who are
throughout the country in Bin
described as star studded.
Iluribert. Ii
Leading the long winded men Weld) and Roy
Oils season of upsets the to.
from SFS is Walt Boehm who is
MI’ rib... have come through (tilt,
undefeated in six starts this fall
Fine records with a .678 slid
His most recent victory was thv
Lake Merritt six and one-hal.
mile grind last week. The Gatei also boast such top men as Joh1
Hidden, 1949 National junior E.
kilometer champ: Jim Simpson
1951 California junior college iii..
champion; and Jim Shetler. it.
ner of the Walnut Creek junie;
run in 1949 and winner of the Dip.
sea race last year.
1140:
Top men for the Spartan squad
who are expected to come through
today are Joe Tyler, transfer front
0
Los Angeles; Bob McMullen, nalit
tional junior steeple chase champ:
Larry Purley, freshman speedster:
and Paul Bowen. who placed conSpecial Rates to
sistently in meets last year.
College Group Parties
Rounding out the Spartan top
performers are Paul Jennings, Al
1106 THE ALAMEDA
Weber, both lettermen. and Bob
Naveretta, Santa Clara speedster

eldv ’Aqui

Ilurlbert,

The men from the north woods average about four league games
ason and round out there slate against teams which fall a trifle
a
the PCC for caliber.
The major conference teams play a min
of six league
-nents and consider Idaho a relative breather. Very seldom does
idaho eleven "have it" e
gh to topple the higher-manpooered
aggregations. A few years ago one of Dixie Doorll’s clubs
t Stanford, 19-16, and everybody thought the world had come
an end. The Indians were on the A% ay back from a oar -layoff and
oeren’t too tough. Still, for Idaho. the Orphan Annie, to pin the
Tribe was good for top-of-the -page spread.
Die bare fact is Idaho has been a weak link too long in a cont.i nee that tries to match the Big Ten. We’d hate to see the Van even during their strongest year, go up against any of the Big
I. a squads. The Vandals have enough trouble with their FCC rivals
,bout looking elsewhere for a drubbing.
Social Status
We hold no grudge against little Idaho. In fact, more power to
thcm. They don’t raid the nation for football players and for size
field a representative team year after ,Near.
Vet they don’t belong in the PCC and all parties would benefit
it Idaho called it quits. The Vandals still could continue their close,
regional rivalry with nearby Washington, WS(’, Oregon State and
oregon, but the results shouldn’t he tallied in the P(’(’ column.
Idaho should recognize its place as a football school and pal around
oith boys more their size.
They should become independent or perhaps join the Rock) Mounea conference which would he more their speed.
In so doing, the Vandals would field winners instcad of their con-lint sub-.500 clubs of the past. Small colleges hould be in the
!Ile for the game itself and victory to them means more than thel,1
ii.’ acial angle, though the revenue helps.
Intramural football kicks off
Idaho makes good, money in the limited,coriterence ventures. The the season Monday afternoon with
h comevin handy for the athletic budget Whic.Pi supports a broad five games scheduled, three iirthe
inter -fraternity league and a pair
1 lc program in Moscow.
The Vandals can hold their own in all other sports, but football in the independent loop.
Topping the list, Sigma Alpha
is a different proposition.
Epsilon. 1950 intramural chamLet them continue their competition with Pelf’ schools hut they
pions, meet Sigma Nu. The SAE’s
don’t have to be in the league to do it. As of now, they’re prrenwill be in quest of a fifth straight
Mal doormats in rough company.
IFL title. In other encounters Phi
By withdrawing. the Vandals wouldn’t lose anything. In fact, Sigma Kappa meeting Pi Kappa
doesn’t
.1 save themselves some bad publicity. A cellar dweller
Alpha and LambdasChi Alpha battles Theta Chi.
"and much respect and the FCC suffers in prestige.
Two tilts in the independent
conference will pit Tiajuena AA’.
against Delta Upsilon, and Kappa
Tau with (’hi Pi Sigma. Earls
favorites in the independent race.
the Newman Club, runners-up to
last year’s champion Rambling
Experience may be the deciding calling signals tomorrow night and Wrecks, will not see action until
factor tomorrow night in Monterey his starting backfield mates prob- Tuesday when they tangle with
’thin Coach Jim Wheelehan’s ably will be Sam Bruno and John the 485 Club. The Rambling
Spartan junior Varsity football Giammona at halfbacks and Wally Wrecks who lost to SAE in the
intramural playoffs, arc defunct.
"quad tangles with the strong Perry at fullback.
Independent league games will
Fell Ord army base eleven. The
begin at 4 p.m. while IFL games
" will start at eight o’clock
will, commence at 4:45 p.m.. ex.1 all proceeds going to the
cept games at Ninth and San FerMenterey Community Chest fund.
Tennis coach Ted Mumby has nando which start at 4 p.m. SchedWheelehan stated yesterday that issued a request to all Spartan ules can be obtained In the Men’s
The Spartababes have the ability tennis players to enter the autumn gym from Bill Perry, intramural
.0 win the game, but he fears that quarter singles tournament. Any athletic director.
SIS miscues will be quickly taken
student wishing to enter the tour- ,
advantage of by the khaki boys.
ncy may obtain entry forms in the

SAE Opens Defense
of ,m ural Crows

"’Most of the soldiers have many
"ons of experience, You can’t
.1 to make many mistakes
Wheelehan corn"t them,"
’d.
V. beelehan and his assistant
M01 Stein gave the Spartababes a
1. ngthy chalk-talk yesterday
iftr moon before putting the gridI..... through a one-hour workout.
li,nny Pierce. freshman filiare0,a,k
from Los Gatos, e ill be
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Always Virgin Wool
Striking MASCULINE Colors

r1)1(ily

Distinctive Block Squares
Rich Shadow Plaids

12:95

13.75

15.35

"The Store That Quality Built"

BARBER SHOP
CREW CUTS OUR SPECIAL*.
Ou, Maw-dm -Campos Addres
179 E. SANTA CLARA

Select4)r.

PIC-A-RIB
Spccial Feature

BAR -B -Q BURGER
For Take Out Orders
Cc’l CYpre,, 5-1 1 4
1385 W. SAN CARLOS
Across hoei 0 Connor h
CLOSED MONDAYS

FREE GASOLINE
60 TEN-GALLON WiNNEPS
EVERY WEEK
Plot cliance lc
/4.1951 FORD. Loadad 6;th

--war _
.3,0

bit411

Hancock
Service
935
S. First

Sunday Student SPECIAL!
DRY
.20 per tub

WASH
.30 per tub

No Extra Drying Charge
For A Partial Tub!

/144:174e
4444(
GENERAL ECONOMY LAUNDERETTE
872 E. SANTA CLARA. ST

BOWLING’S
ETTER

BILLIARD’S
dk-sf--.

BEST

I

trillt.

ETTER

Pendleton Shirts

Bold

V. bite
0-0
Idaho
( al.
’spit’
Wash.
S.tan,
COP
Term
1 -sir
Marq.
Wis.

.714 aserage respectively.
Les White of the Globe Printing Company is guest selfs-tor
ot the

otiniev

office of the men’s gym. An en1!
fee of 50 cents will be chareed
Entry deadline is Wednesday at
3:30 p.m., Mumby said.

Durtbert
1,11-11
S.1115
(al.
WS(’
Wash,
Stan.
COP
Tenn.
1-sC
Marq.
Pur.

,

s part ababe Gridders to Face
Experienced Fort Ord Eleven

Tennis

Rutherford
17-11
5.1%
Ca/.
Ost
Wash.
Stan.
(’OP
Tenn.
Geo.
Marq.
Wis.

Weld
19-9
sels
Cal.
050

ET’S

. . . and why not?? Bridgeman’s
has the most modern up-to-date
recreation center in the entire
Santa Clara Valley. They’re proud
of it too, and are anxious to have
you stop by and see for yourself.
So, form a party and
come out to the Spar
tans’ favorite rec cenBRIDGEMAN S.
ter

RIDGEMAN’S

BRIDGEMAN’S
Center
Recreation

227-233 SOUTH FIRST STREET

375 W. Santa Clara

Phone CY 2-2825

Friday, October 19.
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Police Majors May Study
Technique of the Ballet
rriaror, soon may he par du, at lonal
Ph.,ical 1- ducaill I I.. V ,1,..1/1.
posed
t ;-i. nal. a Pm, tat at It.
Sebinl,h,
plan. ot Mt Wialaral
pod:stair of gad o, are I
tainted It it
Mr Sa retail? explained that for
too- ha has nanted to useNoe
t.1 lt,.th the Men’, and
fat Oita.
depaitinents to in Women
P
p1. anti./ st-,eral unique COMM., 11,1
‘andUnIs, Ile hopes to Ilse the
M. ri’s l’ F. department to Rase the
stud. nt tonic.- Clahlril intAndinin14,n anti olic,.
’at the Women’-.
department %mild hr ./’ ’
lust meting Ph. -.1 udeot

I

and ballet
Th.- ballet a s111.0
Ite

S.,

111.,1101.

t

le fleetel..
It r

No11101
II..?
t It. pola..

&Int
6111

Sir
I.,

pillows and oil or
This will provide
the future police
then feet to he

Water.

he said

opportunity In:
officers to train
independent of

thin - eye% Mr Schmidt said thenc
are man:. times in the career of a

Palmer, protess.ir of physical
edutation said, "5%.- are considering deseloping such at course
as a part ad his (Mr. Schmidt’s)
program."

’f Band Promises Plan Saturday Trip
New Show at
,SJS-Loyola Tilt
An overnight
insect -collecting
trip to Big Basin, situated in the
Santa Cruz mountains, will be
taken by the Entomology club tomorrow, according to Ed Marcrott,
president.
Mr William Olson, band directDeparture time from the college
or. said the band is planning a dif- is set for 7 am
The group will
ferent entertamme for half-time at ’collect specimens through Sunday.
the Loyola game.
!Dr. Carl Duncan. club advisor, will
7’his year’s band is much larger accompany the students.
than last year. He said the band’
still is open to any student who
has played in a band before. PracBETWEEN CLASS SNACKS
tice times are Monday at 12:30

NORD’S

In a. sponse to the proposal that
who- officer that such an ability
th.le would be sorn, reluctance on
p.m. in the auditorium, and Tuescould toe of good use.
the part of the police students to
day and Thursday, at 6:30 p.m.
Pollee mators are about the only take ballet courses, Mr. Schmidt
at Spartan tadiurn.
group ashieh ha: to compete phy.- esp.amed that he realized there
as well as mental
Wall!.
he would he sonic
embarrassment on
pointed out "It’s just a, importthe part of the students, but he
; ant for them to be prepared in this
fell that if the instructors apmanner aS it Is fol’ a commerce proached the
student properly,
I
.
stimcnt to master I’. pane
and if the students realized why
hooKti at ...fill remains in
th, course was being given, it
the pl.tainaill; ’Ong... Dr. Irene
ssould be a success.

Sandwiches to go
25c to 35c
7Nea-ando

I05 E

Home Delivery.. . Piping Hot!!

’I’m gain’ down to Bohannon’s and trade
an egg for one of their triple thick shakes’

:41%.

thrill IN Ur, 11104% I.
III Vise
and 10.1kt
that
Ihr% Art. not iii are they had?’
.n.
ge... them oppor1,,,,I:. to Unpins., their footssork
11:e badminton and 5 011eV hall
%kill
on court,
I.
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Good Food"
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17 East Santa Clara

CHESTERFIELD -LARGEST SELLING

CIGARETTE IN AMERICA’S COLLEGES

itirer’9 Pipe #1iiip

Chesterfield
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